MORE PROVIDER PROS TO KNOW

- Katie Kieran, Blueje Solutions
- Daniel Cullen, Breakthrough Fuel
- Eric Linxweiler, CBX Software
- Kelly Hahn, Censo Consulting Group
- Christy Forin, Censo Consulting Group
- Aram Marmanian, Censo Consulting Group
- Bruce Bleckamp, Cimcorp Automation
- Scott Tesoiere, Cloud Logistics
- Kevin Thuet, Commonwealth Supply Chain
- John Neblett, Commonwealth Supply Chain
- Don Savage, Commonwealth Supply Chain
- Dave Lindeen, Concentric
- Barb Sexton, Corporate United
- Robert Metz, Corporate United
- Araz Aradian, Corporate United
- Michael Farlekas, Corporate United
- Chad Tharpe, CSX
- John Velez, CVG
- David King, Warehouse Logistics
- Aarathi Vidyasagar, SAP Ariba
- Robert Steinberg, SAP Ariba
- Keith Baranowski, SAP Ariba
- Dan Gorsky, SCA Technologies
- Jeff Christiansen, Seegrid
- Jeremy Bodenhamer, ShipHawk
- John Haber, Spend Management Experts
- Melissa Runge, Spend Management Experts
- Rebecca Karp, Sourcing Synergies
- Megan Connell, Source One
- Jonathan Groda, Source One
- Kenneth Ballar, Source One
- Tony Dobson, Synergy NA Inc. (Snapfulfill)
- Mark Usher, SpendWorx LLC
- Anne Kohler, The Mpower Group
- Anand Ponnuswamy, Tata Consulting Services
- Roger Blumberg, Synertrade
- Tony Dobson, Synergy NA Inc. (Snapfulfill)
- Mark Usher, SpendWorx LLC
- John Motley, LOG-NET
- John DiPalo, Acis Inc.
- Jeff Collins, Cascade Orthopedic Supply
- Nancy Matchey, Chanalytics
- Patrick Boyle, Chanalytics
- Patrick Bowar, Combe Inc.
- Josh Morris, Comprehensive Logistics
- Ryan McFarland, Costa Farms
- Steven Schuman, Dg3
- Noah Williams, Family Leisure

MORE PRACTITIONERS TO KNOW

- Vikrant Angie, VCO LLC
- Drew McElroy, Transfix
- Denny McKnight, Tompkins International
- Jim Kandilas, The Shelby Group
- Anne Kohler, The Mpower Group
- Anand Ponnuswamy, Tata Consulting Services
- Roger Blumberg, Synertrade
- Tony Dobson, Synergy NA Inc. (Snapfulfill)
- Mark Usher, SpendWorx LLC
- John Haber, Spend Management Experts
- Melissa Runge, Spend Management Experts
- Rebecca Karp, Sourcing Synergies
- Megan Connell, Source One
- Jonathan Groda, Source One
- Kenneth Ballar, Source One
- Tony Dobson, Synergy NA Inc. (Snapfulfill)
- Mark Usher, SpendWorx LLC
- John Motley, LOG-NET
- John DiPalo, Acis Inc.
- Jeff Collins, Cascade Orthopedic Supply
- Nancy Matchey, Chanalytics
- Patrick Boyle, Chanalytics
- Patrick Bowar, Combe Inc.
- Josh Morris, Comprehensive Logistics
- Ryan McFarland, Costa Farms
- Steven Schuman, Dg3
- Noah Williams, Family Leisure

If you really want your business to run faster and better, while maximizing revenues at a lower cost, you need supply chain planning software that lets you get there.